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Corporate Chickens and Community Conflict in East Texas: Growers’ and Neighbors’ Views 

on the Impacts of Industrial Broiler Production 

 

 

 

Abstract 

 

This paper employs a case study approach utilizing both historical and interview methods to  

 

investigate the community impacts of the industrialization and globalization of the broiler  

 

industry in East Texas. The rapid expansion of the chicken CAFOs (confined  

 

animal feeding operations) created tensions and conflicts between the growers and  

 

their neighbors. While the neighbors tended to focus on substantive issues such as odor  

 

nuisances, water quality, health concerns, property values, and community disruption, the  

 

growers tended to minimized these assertions and charge the neighbors with being jealous of  

 

their economic success. The focus on grower/neighbor perceptions of the community impacts  

 

of the chicken houses contexted within a socio-historical perspective is a unique contribution  

 

to the literature. 
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Introduction 

The community impacts of the industrialization of the agri-food system have a long 

history of study in the social sciences. Walter Goldschmidt’s (1947) seminal study of Arvin 

and Dinuba was rediscovered in the 1970s and 1980s as rural social scientists turned their 

attention to the various impacts of the industrialization of the agri-food system for rural 

communities (see Buttel and Newby 1980, Dillman and Hobbs 1982, Friedland 1984, 

Friedland, Barton, and Thomas 1981, Heffernan 1984, Hightower 1973, Vogeler 1981). 

During the 1990s and early 2000s several authors focused specifically on the community 

impacts of the restructuring of the meat and poultry industries (see Andreas 1994; Bonanno 

and Constance 2000, Constance 2002, Constance, Kleiner, and Rikoon 2003, Constance et al. 

2003, De Lind 1995, 1998; Durrenberger and Thu 1996, Grey 1998; Goldschmidt 1998, 

Gouveia 1994, Stull, Broadway, and Griffith 1995, Thu 1996; Thu and Durrenberger 1998) 

while others discussed the more general impacts of the globalization of the agri-food system 

on rural communities (see Almas and Lawrence 2003, Bonanno 1993, Bonanno et al.1994, 

Goodman and Watts 1997, Heffernan 2000, Heffernan and Constance 1994, Magdoff, Foster, 

and Buttel 2000, Marsden, Lowe, and Whatmore 1990, McMichael 1994).   

This paper adds to this wealth of research by providing a case study of the community 

conflict surrounding the introduction of large-scale broiler production.  More specifically, this 

research focuses on the controversy associated with the location of Sanderson Farms’ 

vertically integrated broiler production operation in East Texas in the mid-1990s. Particular 

attention is paid to the issue of grower/neighbor relations concerning the large chicken 

houses, referred to as “confinement animal feeding operations” (CAFOs).   

The various impacts of CAFO-based agriculture as a form of rural development have 

attracted significant academic attention the past few years (see Bonanno and Constance 2000; 

Burmeister 2002; Constance 2002; Constance and Bonanno 1999; Constance, Kleiner, and 
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Rikoon 2003; DeLind 1995, 1998; Molnar, Hoban, and Brant 2002; Thu 1996a, 1996b; Thu 

and Durrenberger 1998). This paper provides a unique addition to that literature by focusing 

on grower/neighbor perceptions of the community impacts of the introduction of broiler 

CAFOs. By combining a historical approach that traces the evolution of the broiler industry 

from a farmstead “sideline enterprise” to one dominated by large CAFO-based corporations 

with qualitative in-depth interviews with broiler growers and their neighbors, we provide a 

nuanced perspective of how macro-structural changes in the agri-food system are linked to 

community-level effects.   

The paper begins with an overview of the industrialization and globalization of the 

broiler industry. The next section explains the research methodology. The case is divided into 

two parts. First some background information on Sanderson Farms and its expansion in East 

Texas is provided. Then the interview data are reported divided into analytical themes. The 

last section provides some discussion and conclusions.   

The Industrialization and Globalization of the Broiler Industry 

The broiler industry was the first livestock commodity sector to industrialize and has 

been referred to as the future model of agriculture (Breimyer 1965, Marion and Arthur 1973, 

Morrison 1998, Reimund, Martin, and Moore 1981). Broiler production was originally a 

residual activity associated with egg production. Both eggs and broilers were part of a 

subsistence strategy controlled by the women (Fink 1986, Sachs 1983). “Egg money” 

provided the family in general, and the woman in particular, with a valauble source of regular 

funds to supplement the more seasonal income of crop and livestock farming. The farm 

women would sell and/or trade their eggs for supplies at the local general store. To keep up 

her supply of laying hens, a farm woman would sometimes hatch a brood of eggs from her 

laying hens, let the chicks feed on bugs around the farm and corn from the corn crib, then cull 

the males, called “cockerels” (pre-mature roosters), for family consumption, and keep the 
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females as laying hens. The young cockerels were the “original broilers”, as opposed to the 

larger roasting hens often eaten at Sunday dinner.  

History credits Cecile Steele of Ocean View, Delaware with raising and selling the first 

commercial flock of broilers in 1923 (Gordy 1974:377). Though usually an egg producer, 

when her brood of 500 chicks reached two pounds, she sold them to a local buyer for 62 cents 

a pound.  News of this profitable business traveled fast and by 1925 some 50,000 broilers 

were raised in the area. Broiler processing also started in the DelMarVa area (Delaware, 

Maryland, and Virginia). As the local fishing economy declined in the 1930s, several 

vegetable and fishing canneries were converted to broiler processing and local growers built 

more chicken houses. By the mid-1940s about a dozen plants were processing over 250,000 

birds per day” (Gordy 1974:418).  

Broilers were first raised by independent growers who paid cash for the chicks and feed, 

and then sold them on the open market. As the flocks became larger, the local feed dealer 

became a source of credit for the chicks and feed and had “first call” on the profits (Gordy 

1974). By the 1950s these informal contractual agreements became formalized as the growers 

became more dependent on the feed dealers for inputs. This nascent vertical integration began 

to move broiler production from a farm sideline to a highly developed agribusiness (Lasley 

1983).  

Until World War II the major broiler production area of the US was the DelMarVA 

region. After the war both the location and structure of the broiler industry changed (Martin 

and Zering 1997). The South suffered a series of cotton crop failures through the late 1940s. 

Many farmers saw contract broiler production as similar to share-cropping and readily 

accepted broilers as an addition to their farming operations (Martin and Zering 1997, Skully 

1998). Underemployed farm labor, a favorable climate, and lower wages and less unionization 

contributed to the increasing advantage of the South (Easterling et al. 1985, Reimund, Martin, 
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and Moore 1981). These aspects made the South an attractive region for the development of a 

new broiler production system based on an industrial model of vertical integration. By the 

1970s about 90 percent of total broiler output was from the South (Lasley 1983, Reimund, 

Martin, and Moore 1981). In the early 2000s, the South still accounted for about 75% of 

broiler production (USDA/NASS 2002).  

Several technological advancements make it possible to grow larger numbers of 

uniform broilers in shorter amounts of time. Production advancements included confinement 

housing design, automated feed and water handling, improved feed rations utilizing growth 

hormones, selective breeding, and disease controls utilizing sub-theraputic antibiotics. The 

number of farms growing more than 100,000 birds per year rose from zero in 1954 to about 

30 percent in 1974 (Reimund, Martin, and Moore 1981) to nearly 100 percent in the 1990s 

(Welsh 1996). About 90 percent of this production was organized on formal contracts with 

integrators (Welsh 1997). At the same time the development of mechanized killing and 

processing lines industrialized broiler processing (Reimund, Martin, and Moore 1981).  

The most important factor in broiler industry industrialization was the organizational 

innovation of vertical integration (Reimund, Martin, and Moore 1981). Vertical integration 

rationalized the broiler industry as it brought all aspects of the production chain (e.g., 

breeding, hatching, growing, feed mills, transportation, and processing plants) under the 

control of the integrating firm. Central to this system was the adoption of the production 

contract as the formal link between the broiler grower and the processing firm (Roy 1972). 

Without contracts “and the opportunities they afforded for coordinating the several stages of 

the sub-sector, it is doubtful the new entrants, primarily feed manufacturers and dealers, 

would have considered broiler production very attractive” (Reimund, Martin, and Moore 

1981:8). Vertical integration and production contracts allowed just the right amount of chicks 

to be hatched, delivered to the grower at just the right time, fed the most effecient feed ration, 
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grown to slaughter size in the least amount of time, and delivered at regular intervals to a 

processing plant running two shifts.  

In a contract system, the broiler grower mortagages his/her land to secure loans to build 

single-use broiler growout buildings to the specifications of the integrating firm. The grower 

usually builds at least four of the buildings at a costs of about $125K per building. The grower 

is responsible for the land, buildings, labor, and utilities. This includes making sure that the 

automatic feeding and watering systems and ventilation systems are working properly, 

checking for disease outbreaks and disposing of the “deads”, and disposing of the 

litter/manure. The integrating firm is responsible for delivering the day old chicks and picking 

up the grown broilers, delivering the feed rations, and veterinary oversight. The broiler 

grower is paid by the amount of birds that are successfully grown (delivered birds minus dead 

birds) and the amount of weight gain by the birds. The contracts historically have been “batch 

to batch” of birds, about every two-three months.  

Mooney (1983) sees the contract model of poultry production as an excellent example 

of how industrial relations can penetrate agriculture by “detouring” around “obstacles” such 

as the control of production practices without formal ownership. Production contracts allow 

integrating firms to treat contract growers like employees, i.e. control the process of 

production, without having to actually own the land or provide the growers with the benefits 

of employment in the form of insurance, pensions, social security, and workman’s 

compensation payments. Furthermore, the production contract eliminates the responsiblity of 

the integrating firm regarding the environmental impacts of the production process. 

Technically, the growers are not employees and therefore the envionrmental hazards 

associated with air and water pollution, especially waste/manure management, are the sole 

responsiblity of the contract grower and not the integrating firm. In most cases, it is the air 

and water pollution issues associated with the waste/manure management that are the most 
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controversial aspects of CAFO-based poultry production (Burmeister 2002, Constance et al. 

2003, Molnar, Hoban, and Brant 2002). This is the arena that creates the greatest conflict 

between the growers and their neighbors (Constance 2002)  

The fact that the growers are provided birds on a “batch to batch” contract but have long 

term loans on their single-purpose growout buildings places them in an asymmetrical power 

relationship with the integrating firms (Heffernan 1984, Molnar, Hoban, and Brant 2002).  

Once they build the buildings, they have little choice but to continue to grow the birds for the 

integrator or they will lose their land. Mooney agrees with Davis (1980) that in many 

instances the contract producer is a “propertied laborer” that compromises autonomy for 

security. The contract poultry grower becomes a “semi-autonomous employee” who still 

holds title to his land but has otherwise lost control over decision-making and the labor 

process (Mooney 1983, Roy 1972). Breimyer (1965) refers to broiler growers as “serfs on the 

land”.  

Mirroring the vertical integration trend in the broiler industry, economic concentration 

increased steadily from the largest 19 broiler processing firms accounting for about 30 percent 

of production in 1960, to the top 8 firms controlling 30 percent in 1975, and finally, to the 

largest four firms accounting for about half of total broiler production in 1998 (Heffernan 

2000, Reimund, Martin, and Moore 1981). Several other researchers have also documented 

the increasingly oligopolistic market structure of the broiler industry (Breimyer 1965, 

Heffernan and Constance 1994, Marion and Arthur 1973, Rogers 1963, Tobin and Arthur 

1964, Wellford 1972). The increasing economic concentration due to mergers and 

acquisitions in the broiler industry means that the integrating firms have regional monopolies 

and that therefore the broiler grower cannot chose to be integrated with a different firm 

(Heffernan 1984).   
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As economic concentration increased at the national level, U.S.-based poultry firms 

were expanding globally (Heffernan 1990) based on the concept of global sourcing 

(Constance and Heffernan 1991, Heffernan and Constance 1994). Global sourcing refers to 

the corporate practice of  obtaining the most profitable factors of production and marketing on 

a global, rather than regional or national level. For example, in 1989 Tyson Foods formed a 

joint venture with C. Itoh of Japan and Provemex of Mexico to grow, process, and market 

poultry products. As part of this arrangement, Tyson removed the breast meat in Arkansas for 

the fast food industry, then it shipped the leg quarters to Mexico to be deboned by hand at 

much lower labor costs. The marinated meat was shipped to Japan as “Yakatori Sticks”, a fast 

food item. Through this global sourcing joint-venture arrangment, Tyson sourced low-cost 

feed, water, processing technology, and up-scale markets in the US for the breast meat, then 

sourced low-cost labor in Mexico for deboning the dark meat, and then sourced another 

market in Japan for the value-added dark meat. Many of the major broiler operations are 

subsidiaries of agribusiness transnational corporations sourcing the most advantageous factors 

of production at the global level (TNCs) (Heffernan and Constance 1994, see also Friedmann 

and McMichael 1989).   

Methodology 

The research methodology blends historical and qualitative approaches. Historical documents 

such as company annual reports, newspapers reports, poultry industry trade journals, 

government documents, minutes and letters from social movement group/neighbor meetings, 

and social movement newsletters were employed to construct the historical context of 

Sanderson Farms’ decision to locate in East Texas and the resulting organizing attempts of 

some of the neighbors to the growers. Leon, Grimes, Madison, Brazos, Robertson and 

Burleson counties are the areas most impacted since Sanderson Farms came to Texas in 1995. 

The primary research took place in Leon and Madison counties where some of the first 
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chicken houses were built. From those two counties three rural clusters were chosen in which 

to conduct the research on grower/neighbor perceptions of the impacts of the chicken CAFOs. 

The clusters are centered around the small towns of Normangee and Flynn in Leon County 

and Midway in Madison County. Growers and their neighbors live outside the towns, spread 

out in the country, with often whole families living next to each other for generations. Other 

individuals or informants from environmental and/or governmental organizations lived or 

worked a bit further away, in towns such as Waco or Temple.   

The in-depth interviews were carried out from May to September 2001. A total of 24 

people, including six neighbors and four growers, were interviewed using a semi-structured 

approach. Interviews lasted about two hours. Interviews were recorded, except for one person 

who preferred not to be taped, and transcribed in the exact words of the interviewee to keep 

the phrases intact. The data gathered from the interviews were organized around recurring 

themes such as odor, water, health, and property values. These themes provide the 

organizational framework for the presentation of the case.  

Some specific questions were always asked, but for the most part general topical 

questions were utilized to give the informants the chance to say what they wanted about a 

certain subject. It was difficult to gain access to more growers as many were suspicious about 

the motivations of the research. Through a conservation organization successful contact was 

made with four growers who cooperated fully once they knew the research intentions. It was 

also not easy to get in contact with Sanderson Farms because they had been “attacked” by 

environmentalists and did not want to speak with “more nosy people.”  Eventually two 

managers from Sanderson Farms did grant interviews. Most of the informants were open, 

wanting to tell their side of the story.     

 Interview data are presented in italics. In reporting the data, the names of interviewees 

have been changed to protect their identities. The towns and Texas counties, as well as the 
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people gleaned from public documents as part of the document analysis and historical 

background, are reported using the actual names and/or official titles.  

A Brief History of Sanderson Farms  

Sanderson Farms began in 1947 as a farm supply business in Laurel, Mississippi. In the 

1950s the company added breeder hen production, a hatchery, and broiler growout in both 

contract and company-owned facilities. Sanderson Brothers Farms was incorporated  in 1955 

and in 1961 full vertical integration was reached when a merger included a broiler processing 

plant (Sanderson Farms 1999b). Through continued mergers, acquisitions, and expansions in 

Mississippi and Louisiana, by 1995 Sanderson Farms, Inc. was the 13th. largest broiler 

company in the US with $393 million in sales (Feedstuffs 1995, WATT Poultry USA 2001).  

By 2000 Sanderson Farms slaughtered an average of 5.0 million broilers per week and 

had grown to the 7th. largest poultry firm in the U.S. It employed 8,147 people in its five 

integrated poultry complexes located in Mississippi, Louisiana, and Texas. The company’s 

broilers were grown on contract with 495 farmers in 2,075 houses with a capacity of 5.2 

million placements per week. Sanderson Farms markets over 500 different products shipped 

to every state in the U.S. and many foreign countries. In fiscal year 1999-2000, exports 

accounted for about 7 percent of the total sales of $603 million (Sanderson 1999a; WATT 

PoultryUSA 2001).   

Sanderson Farms Comes to East Texas 

In early 1995 Sanderson Farms announced the end of the first phase of expansion which 

had increased production 114 percent since 1991. The second stage of expansion began in 

1995 as Sanderson Farms evaluated sites in Texas for its next phase of growth (Smith 1995). 

CEO Joe Sanderson, Jr. said that the new complex would require a total investment of $68 

million for the feed mill, hatchery and poultry processing plant, plus another $56 million from 
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the contract growers’ housing and growout equipment.  CEO Sanderson stated, “Texas offers 

a unique opportunity for the next phase of growth for Sanderson Farms” (Brown 1995a:9).   

In early 1995 city officials in Bryan, Texas met to consider a request from the Bryan-

College Station Economic Development Corp. (EDC) to offer incentives to attract Sanderson 

Farms to the area (Howell 1995a). After a visit to a Sanderson processing plant in Mississippi, 

the officials reported that they were impressed with the company and its operations. The 

president of the EDC stated, “It would distress me if it went somewhere else. It’s something 

that would be good for the community” (Howell 1995b:A1). In a move to attract the plant to 

the area, the Bryan City Council decided not to annex the area of the proposed plant for 15 

years, a decision that allowed the plant to remain in Brazos County (Whitley 1995). Soon 

after, the Brazos County Commissioners granted a ten-year tax abatement for Sanderson 

Farms. In defending the announcement, a county commissioner commented, “In today’s way 

of doing business, if you don’t play the corporate game you lose out” (Lambert 1995:A1). A 

county judge added that the court would continue to offer whatever incentives it could in 

order to compete with other areas. “As long as there are entities competing for new business, 

Brazos County must be a participant in offering abatements and incentives,” said the judge 

(Lambert 1995:A1).  

In May 1995 Sanderson Farms announced that it would build its new processing plant 

in Brazos County and the new feed mill in adjacent Robertson County (Brown 1995b). CEO 

Sanderson cited market accessibility to the 14 million people living within 200 miles of 

Bryan-College Station as the most important factor in the decision to locate in Brazos County. 

Other criteria in the site selection were local economic conditions and pro-business attitude, 

the residents’ reception to the company, and available resources such as utilities, potable 

water, and labor. According to CEO Sanderson, the new complex is designed to provide 

“maximum marketing flexibility” through the production and processing of branded products, 
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as well as value-added products, for both retail and food service market segments (Logan 

1995).  

Sanderson Farms was promised more than $600,000 by local governments, in addition 

to city and county tax abatements. It was also given 11.62 acres in the Bryan Business Park 

for its hatchery site. While some consumer and environmental activists opposed the location 

of the plant and the incentives provided to locate in Brazos County, supporters predicted that 

the city’s investment in time and money would pay off. Opponents argued that the poultry 

litter contained arsenic that would contaminate local soils and water bodies. Other issues 

included concern over airborn stenches and the fact that the poultry processing jobs were low 

paying and would bring an influx of workers that would strain the social services of the 

community (Taylor 1997). Local and regional social movement groups formed to oppose the 

building of the broiler CAFOs in their area (Constance et al. 2003).  

By mid-1997 the plant was operating at full first shift capacity of 650,000 birds per 

week. The plant was supported by about 85 independent contract producers operating almost 

400 chicken houses in rural areas near the plant. The director of development for Sanderson 

Farms stated that the entire Brazos Valley community would benefit from the company. “We 

feel it is our role as good corporate citizens to be a vital part of the community,” said Director 

Bob Billingsley (Krinsky 1998:E1). Then Texas Agriculture Commissioner Rick Perry (now 

Governor of Texas) commented, “One of the very wise things Sanderson Farms did was work 

close with the community leaders before settling on Bryan-College Station. It will pay huge 

dividends for them” (Krinsky 1998:E1). 

Neighbor and Grower Perceptions of the Impacts of the Chicken Houses 

  When the first chicken houses were built in the area, some neighbors were immediately 

concerned about their scale and number. On most sites there were at least four houses, and 

often eight chicken houses. Each chicken house held about 28,000 birds. One operation had 
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28 chicken houses. Some people did not know their neighbor had plans to become a chicken 

grower until he was already building the houses. Both neighbors and growers often have 

property that has been in the family for a long period of time. Many family members have 

inherited a piece of land and often they live very close to each other. For instance Mr. and 

Mrs. McCoy own land that has been in the family for more than a hundred years. Some of 

Mrs. McCoy’s family still lives nearby. She and her husband are neighbors of a chicken 

grower. Mr. and Mrs. Miller are also neighbors of the same chicken grower and have lived in 

the area for more than twenty years. They remember how it all started; “Our neighbors told 

us in church they were thinking about having chickens.  They went to Mississippi and took a 

tour with Sanderson Farms to some chicken farms and they told us they absolutely did not 

smell.” Realizing that plans became reality, some neighbors wanted to know more about these 

chicken houses so close to their homes. Most of them did not know anything about large-scale 

chicken operations. Mr. McCoy got on the internet and found “nothing but bad stuff about 

'em. The more we searched the more dirt we came up with. We found unhappy people. At first 

we were worried about the smell of the chicken houses, but getting more into it, we learned 

about other things like arsenic in the chickenfeed that would go into the ground in the water 

tables, and things that are harmful to the respiratory system, like chicken dander. The more 

we looked into it the scarier it got.”  The four most common complaints about the chicken 

houses are associated with odor, water, health, and property values.  

Odor 

The most immediate experience or nuisance from a poultry farm is the smell. Some 

people say they cannot even go outside anymore, others say the smell is only bad on certain 

days. Animal manure odor is composed of, among other things, ammonia and sulfides. The 

smell is created by microbial action that occurs if water mixes with manure. A key element to 

keep the odor at a low level is to keep litter as dry as possible. Litter should contain no more 
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than 25 to 35 percent moisture throughout the house. Although wastewater handling and 

discharge is important, it is not the only factor to determine the moisture level in the chicken 

house. Water misting cooling systems, also known as “fogging”, are used to prevent the 

chickens from overheating in hot Texas. Another factor is that drinking systems leave water 

on the litter and can have leaks. Chicken carcasses that are not collected frequently increase 

the odor. Adding to the odors created inside the houses, odors can also arise during manure 

storage and treatment and land-application of the waste. Odor increases when the houses are 

not cleaned out regularly, causing the litter to build up.   

 Although the EPA does not have federal standards or rules for odor, they are regulated 

in each state as a nuisance. A nuisance is generally defined as interference with the normal 

use and enjoyment of property. Odor is a subjective sensation that varies from one person to 

another, and it makes the measurement of odor emissions difficult. There are four basic 

characteristics that contribute to odors, known as FIDO: Frequency; the number of times the 

odor is detected in a given time period, Intensity; the strength or concentration of an odor, 

Duration; the length of time that an odor remains detectable and Offensiveness refers to the 

character of an odor i.e., how pleasant or unpleasant it is. States address odors either directly 

or indirectly. Direct regulation is a specific rule or odor standard that prohibits the emission of 

an odor over some limit, but because of the difficulties in quantifying odor, most odor 

regulations attempt indirect methods of odor control. The goal of indirect methods is to 

minimize or reduce odor problems without specifically regulating odor emissions. The most 

common indirect methods include setbacks (zoning), permitting, operator training and land 

application restrictions.  

 There is consensus among the neighbors about the smell being at its worst when the 

grower puts litter out on his fields. “If they are putting the stuff out on the pastures, you don't 

want to be around it I guarantee you. The smell will kill you. It's horrible. It stays about three 
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days.” But even if the grower is not applying his litter to the fields, the neighbors of the 

chicken farms say there is still a terrible smell. Mrs. Coleman explains why: “The winds 

comes mostly out of the south, it comes straight to us. Our neighbor has big vans, and when 

he turns them on to cool the chickens, everything blows straight over here.” The direction the 

wind blows is important, too, to decide where to put the chicken houses. If some trees are in 

between the neighbors’ property and the chicken houses, they can serve as a windbreak. But 

even when all necessary precaution is taken to prevent odors, neighbors still feel that there 

will be odor; “Chickens are going to smell. I don't care where you have 'em at when you have 

that many chickens.” 

 Growers, for the most part, share the opinion that the smell is not as bad as the 

complaining people say it is. The growers do agree that the smell is bad when litter is applied 

to the land and that the odor depends on where the wind comes from. Since the growers all 

claim they apply the litter only once-a-year to the land, and the neighbors complain 

throughout the year, it is clear that mutual understanding between growers and their neighbors 

could not solve this problem. One grower, when asked about the smell, responded with: “You 

are going to have some smell, but it is not as bad as the neighbors say. If we know it’s going 

to rain, we put the litter on the land a few days before the rain comes; because the rain kills 

the smell.”  Contrary to trying to keep the moisture content low to reduce the smell, this 

grower times the manure spreading to use the rain to dilute the smell.  

  Community relations are fractured by these types of miscommunication between both 

growers and neighbors, as well as between Sanderson Farms and the growers, when accurate 

information regarding odor control management techniques have not been implemented by 

some growers. Neighbors feel their rights have been infringed upon by the growers and 

growers feel attacked by their neighbors.  
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Water    

 Neighbors are also concerned about water pollution caused by the chicken farms. “We 

don’t know what it’s doing to our groundwater. They’ve got way more waste than land to 

apply it to.” When litter with too many chemicals is spread on the land, it may poison the soil 

and leak into ground water tables. If, for example, heavy rains or storms cause run off, the 

same thing might happen. A number of people in the areas of the chicken houses have water 

wells, and wonder how long they will be able to drink the water with assurance of its safety. 

There are also stories about neighbors who had cattle getting sick from water they drank that 

had been polluted by the chicken houses. One of those stories came from a chief appraiser in 

Burleson County, who also has chicken houses next to his home: “I have raised cattle all my 

life. It started slow, but after the first year that the chickens came (I keep very decent records) 

there was a cow that had a calf this year and I looked back and she had a calf 10 months ago. 

And it is rare that a cow has two calves in a 12-month period. They drink water from the 

chickens’ run-off. And I know the grass gets fertilized from my neighbor’s place because he 

puts the chicken manure out for fertilizer on his place and his place joins mine, and the run 

off goes on my place. Cattle started limping. Sometimes they barely get up in the morning. It 

is also in young cattle. Other neighbors are beginning to lose cattle too. Across the county 

road to the other part of my place I am not having that problem. I just have it on the part that 

joins the chicken houses. It makes you start wondering what is going on.” 

 Large-scale animal operations produce waste in industrial proportions, often more 

manure than crops can absorb. If too much manure is being used as a fertilizer, the excess 

nutrients can seep from fields into the state’s waterways. Regulations on land application for 

manure in Texas are primarily based on the nitrogen requirements of the crop, but phosphorus 

is typically over-applied by a factor of 2.5 to 3 times the crop requirements. The current 

regulatory mechanism for controlling nitrogen and phosphorous run off from large scale 
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animal operations into Texas waterways is sufficiently weak as to permit ongoing phosphorus 

contamination even in areas that already exceed the state’s phosphorus benchmark. 

 Growers say they sell most of their litter, feed some to their cows, and spread some on 

their land; most of them do that once a year. “We have a Water Quality Management Plan for 

the application of litter to the land. Most of this land is solid clay and some is suited for the 

burial of chickens.” Another grower about the soil: “My land could stand the manure for 

seven years, but I don’t fertilize that much because I’m lazy. After seven years it goes on other 

property. This soil is real tight, the phosphorus stays on top and it’s not going to let the water 

run down.” It looks like there is some really good solid soil in the chicken farms’ area, 

however some neighbors do not agree: “What? Did growers say that? They know better than 

that; it's sandy soil.” To know how much litter the soil can stand, or how many nutrients from 

the litter crops need, there is a Water Quality Management Plan (WQMP). Most growers use 

this method to be sure of a responsible land application method. A WQMP is set up in 

cooperation with growers and the Texas State Soil Water Conservation Board, and it basically 

means that the area of the growers land is being put on a map, showing what type of soil it is 

and how much litter it can handle. The main question concerning this method is who is 

checking if the grower is following the management plan. Neighbors certainly do not believe 

growers are sticking to the plan: “They are putting the manure out by the tons. They will tell 

you that they are selling their litter, and they only put a certain amount on the land. That's not 

so, because I see some of that going on. They have a voluntary program to put out so much 

per acre and not near streams. They don't follow that.”  

Health 

As a result of the terrible chicken smell and the dust, according to some neighbors, 

people have gotten sick, or people who were already having health problems have seen their 

conditions worsen. Mrs. Miller: “We have a grandson that lived right back here. He had 
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asthma. His pediatrician told us that the smell triggered his attack. So when the smell was 

bad I couldn’t let him go outside, because whenever the smells came he would be sick after 

two days. He moved now and has hardly been sick since. But we couldn’t get the doctor to put 

it in writing. They don’t want to be liable, but they know it’s true.” 

 Not all neighbors have problems health-wise right now but are concerned about the 

future, for example Mrs. Coleman: “My kids are never sick. We are all never sick. My nose 

seems to run a lot, but I don’t know it’s because of the chicken houses. The health issues 

could arise ten or fifteen years down the road, if we all get cancer or something. Chicken 

dander and things like that are harmful to your respiratory system.” Growers tone down the 

possible health effects of their chicken houses. One grower for instance: “My husband and I 

are thinking that how is this right here going to be bad for your health whenever you have 

lived in Houston with chemical plants or another area. Anything could be hazardous to your 

health. Like painters who deal with paint. You can always look at something and find the bad 

things; you can nit-pick it to death.” Other growers say they would not do anything that 

“messes with our health and the health of our children.”  

One of the agricultural scientists from Texas A&M University in Bryan-College 

Station is not sure about the possible health effects: “It’s hard to prove, there isn’t much work 

done saying that odors are causing health problems. You can also say that because of the 

odors you keep your windows shut therefore you get more dust build up in the house. I don’t 

deny or doubt that there are problems but it’s hard to prove that they are directly from those 

operations. The most important thing to do as a grower is keep the litter dry, so if you have 

the opportunity to have cooling cells instead of fogging or spraying, that’s a good thing to do. 

We were concerned that if it’s too dry there would be a lot of dust but one of our studies 

indicates that there’s really not a lot of dust. You have to look for a balance.” 
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Property Value 

Property located near a large-scale feeding operation can be negatively impacted in its 

value. How much it will impact depends on proximity, property type and use. All neighbors 

of the chicken farms agree on the fact that it has become more difficult if not impossible to 

sell their houses, because of the chickens, although some growers counter this claim. Mr. 

McCoy said the following about his property: “We have this little piece of property and our 

house and something like this puts in, and there’s no way we can sell. Everybody here tried to 

sell. One guy sold it but he got a loss. We are stuck, we have to endure.” Mr. Miller feels the 

same: “At first we didn’t complain, we put our house on the market. It has been on the market 

for two years, we had lots and lots of calls, but nobody wants to live by these chickens. And I 

wouldn’t sell it to anybody without telling him or her the truth. We say that it sometimes 

bothers some children, and so families are out of the question.”  

Some neighbors have built their houses themselves, and for many of them, it is their 

retirement home. The neighbors are stuck between the decision to stay next to the chickens, or 

sell their homes for a much lower price than it is worth. Mrs. Coleman lives in a trailer with 

her family near six houses of chickens, and she could only sell her place when she practically 

would give it away. She and her family decided to stay and move into a bigger trailer: “The 

chickens lower the value of your property. We have put our place up for sale when they first 

got the houses build, and people came and looked but the minute they saw the chicken houses 

they left. Every time. It’s a big indication, it just proves it.”  

Some growers do not think that surrounding neighbors cannot sell their house. This is 

how they responded when asked about devaluating property: “See, the thing was when the 

chicken houses came, they were saying they wouldn’t be able to sell their land. Well one of 

the main neighbors down the road did sell their place and they were also complainers. So this 

proves that these people bought this property surrounding our farms after we put in our 
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poultry business. And the new people knew what they were buying because these people were 

from the area. They say our poultry farm has never bothered them.” Other growers do state 

that their chickens can have a negative impact on nearby properties: “They have to lower their 

price, unless it’s someone that doesn’t know. Someone from the city can say no if they find out 

there are chicken houses in the area. But that’s their privilege; it hasn’t dropped the value of 

the property. It depends on the person.” While laughing, “We haven’t been able to buy land 

any cheaper.” 

Growers’ Opinions on the Source of the Conflict 

 Growers have a different perspective on the origins of the conflict than neighbors. They 

claim that neighbors complain because they are jealous of them, and mainly for five reasons. 

First, some growers say that neighbors wanted to have chickens themselves but could not get 

permission because they did not have enough land. Sanderson Farms required growers to have 

50 acres of land to build chicken houses. As a result, the neighbors are jealous of their 

neighbor who did get the chickens. Mr. Miller confirmed that he thought about getting 

chickens in the beginning when they were putting advertisements in the paper. He wanted the 

chickens not for himself, but for his children. But he changed his mind after his brother, who 

was strongly considering having chickens and went to a seminar for potential growers, told 

him that “those people are crazy. They want you to invest a million dollars and Sanderson 

Farms doesn’t have anything hanging out there. The contract is no good”. Mr. and Mrs. 

Senger were one of the firsts who went over to Sanderson Farms and talked about going into 

the poultry business. “As soon as we sat down he looked at my wife’s hand and said he could 

see she liked diamond rings, and if we would go into the poultry business there would be a 

diamond on every finger. He looked at me and said, ‘You like to drive new Cadillacs? If you 

go into the chicken business and you can buy a brand new Cadillac every year.’ It took us 
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about 30 minutes to look at their figures, there was no way it could cash flow. And too much 

debt.” 

Second, neighbors are jealous because of the good money the growers are making, and 

the neighbors cannot stand that their neighbor is doing good. “I think a lot of people don’t 

want to see other people get ahead maybe. And they were people that probably wanted to get 

into this business who might not have got the financing or enough property to do it. Whenever 

you would like to do something that you can’t do, you are more critical of people that are able 

to do it.” A representative from the Texas Natural Resource and Conservation Center 

(TNRCC) has also heard rumors about this: “What I hear also is that some folks are jealous 

of their neighbors because they are making so much money growing chickens. When you see 

your neighbor build a mansion and having brand-new trucks; that may have something to do 

with it.”  

Third, neighbors were also said to be irritated by the amount of houses and how it has 

ruined their wide, country view. One grower commented: “It’s personal all the way. They 

don’t have that nice view anymore.” A representative from the Natural Resource 

Conservation Center calls it visual screening; ‘a lot of times if you see the manure spreaders 

spreading the manure, it smells worse than if you don’t see it’. A spokesman from TNRCC 

has similar thoughts: “One day they see this beautiful land and then all of a sudden there are 

maybe six, seven or eight houses, aluminum buildings; that may have something to do with 

it.” 

 Fourth, growers point out that the complaining is done by a small group of people; a lot 

of neighbors do not have a problem with the chickens. One of the growers stated that they 

have about eight neighbors, but two of them do all the complaining, “the rest doesn’t say a 

word. The other ones are proud of us, they say that they smell it but they know we have got to 

make a living.”  
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The last and most mentioned reason that growers give for their neighbors' complaints is 

that people in the beginning always are reluctant to "new things", and that it is just a matter of 

getting used to it. "Most people who are complaining are retired. They polluted the city and 

now are coming here." Another grower said: "It’s like anything in a small community; if 

somebody comes in with something new, people will complain about it. They thought we had 

lost our minds. We might, but I don’t believe we have." The statement of "getting used to it" 

was used not only by the growers but also by a lot of other people from agencies, and they 

mainly referred to the smell. Neighbors who are complaining about the smell, are often "city 

people," meaning all their lives they have lived in the city and have bought some land in the 

country to build a house to retire in. Therefore, "those" people are just not used to the smell, it 

is a smell that is common and normal in agricultural areas. The Millers can somewhat relate to 

that statement. Mr. Miller is a county commissioner and in his job he gets more complaints 

from people who have moved into the area to “get the good country life. But at the same time 

they want all of the conveniences of city life.”  

 One grower’s wife has a strong opinion about the issue: “Most of our complaints come 

from the city people. But if it weren’t for us country people, they wouldn’t have milk, beef, 

pork and chicken; they wouldn’t have anything! And if you don’t like it, the way I feel about it 

is go back to where you came from.” However, most of the neighbors are not “city people.” 

Mrs. Coleman did come from a city, although she and her family have lived in the country for 

almost eleven years now. She had lived next to six refineries and chemical plants and it 

smelled awful. She says that they were used to bad smells because eventually one does get 

adjusted. “The point is that people say; oh, you’ll get used to it. But why should I have to, why 

should I have to become accustomed to obnoxious odors.”  

As mentioned before, growers are not alone in explaining the complaints as something 

that is dependent of the sensitivity of people. A representative from the Texas State Soil 
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Water Conservation Board in Temple stated that someone who has lived all his live near a 

poultry facility wouldn’t be as upset. “A lot of people just don’t want poultry here. My bottom 

line always has been that chickens smell like chickens, hogs smell like hogs. It’s more about 

an intensity problem. If they are not complaining about the odor, they will be complaining 

about the dust.” The representative from the Texas Natural Resources Conservation 

Commission (TNRCC) thinks it depends on the perspective of the person. “If it’s somebody 

that has lived with hogs and animals all the time it may not bother them but if somebody has 

moved from a big city and they are not familiar with those types of odors, or they moved from 

those big cities because they wanted to be away from all the pollution, it might. It’s a big 

difference between those two types of folks.”  

 Surprisingly all these five reasons say nothing about the environmental complaints 

neighbors have. According to neighbors, bad odor, health problems, water pollution and 

property devaluation have been the result of growing chickens and these complaints have 

caused the neighbors and growers to be in conflict. According to the growers the neighbors 

are jealous, and apart from admitting that at some days there are bad odors, they do not 

believe in any of the other complaints.  

 Social Effects 

 These new changes that have taken place have created a conflict in the community and,  

as a result, have changed the social relationships between growers and their neighbors. The 

neighbors say they have no intention of suing their neighbor or put them out of business, they 

just wanted to get some clarity on possible health and environmental effects. But to growers 

this was a personal attack. “The neighbors say they aren’t after the growers, that they are 

after Sanderson Farms. But without the growers there is no Sanderson Farms, so they are 

after us.” Growers got tired of all the people complaining and “took the attitude that they 

didn’t want to have anything to do with us if it had anything to do with the chicken houses,” 

according to the McCoys.  
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 In many cases, both neighbors' and growers' property has been in the family for a long 

period of time. Family members all have inherited a piece of land and often they live very 

close to each other. In Mrs. McCoys case, the land she and her husband live on has been in 

her family for more than a hundred years. Some of her family still lives nearby. The McCoys 

knew their neighbors a little bit, but they were not really close friends. The McCoys believe 

that the chicken industry is a scheme that is taking place all across the nation. The “poor” 

growers have to get mortgages to be able to pay for the chicken houses. The processor will 

handle the loan, the chicken feed, equipment and a lot of other things, and it sounds like a 

really good deal when they hear how much money they are going to make. But the processor 

forgets to tell them one important thing; the grower is responsible for the waste. And the 

waste is the most important factor that causes complaints. Although the McCoys feel that the 

growers as well as the neighbors are victims in this situation, the relationship with their 

neighbor-grower as well as relations within the entire community have not improved since 

they became chicken growers. “Only the church had social events, and with the chicken 

houses coming it even affected the churches. Some people were good friends but they are not 

anymore. It has torn the community apart. We are trying to get a fire department going to get 

something of the community back.” 

 The Millers have known their neighbor grower their whole lives and have been good 

friends for a long time, until the neighbor started to grow chickens. “It got very touchy there 

for a while with all of us,” is how Mrs. Miller puts it. As a response to the question how they 

could stand the smell, the grower seems to have said that to them it smelled like money. The 

Millers interpretated this statement as offensive. In the beginning when the first chicken 

houses were built, the Millers strongly believe that their neighbors did not know what they 

were getting themselves into. After a while they started to get complaints but that did not stop 

them from building more chicken houses. After that, they built even more. To the Millers, 
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these actions speak for themselves; their neighbor growers do not care what their neighbors 

think, they are going to do whatever it takes to make money. 

 The Millers have heard from other people that the grower does not care if the neighbors 

do not like them and that they should move. “That’s not a good attitude, that’s not a 

neighborly attitude. They know that they are not as well thought of as they were five years 

ago. Because of what they brought in for us to live with. Nobody ever thought somebody 

would do anything like that. I would have considered my neighbors, before I would have done 

it.” Probably tired from all the complaining, the grower did develop kind of a -leave us alone- 

attitude. “Somebody has got to raise chickens, and it has to be in the country. They can’t be 

raised in the city. If you don’t like it, too bad. That’s the way we feel about it. We do what we 

need to do, and we are doing all the regulations. Like we store our litter inside, but a lot of 

people store it outside and that’s not illegal. And we have a concrete floor so that they can’t 

say that we pollute the water. It helped us, but it was for the neighbors too. We don’t do 

things deliberately to upset our neighbors.” Although upset with her neighbors and the 

chickens, Mrs. Coleman states that her neighbor keeps the chicken houses clean. “It is not as 

bad as I thought. We are lucky that he does a good job; I don’t have any complaints against 

him at all. I didn’t like it that he did it despite our wishes but that’s his right. I wouldn’t want 

people to tell me what to do over here. I would rather live with smell than with hate; I don’t 

think any amount of money is worth that.”  

Growers feel that their friends and neighbors have abandoned them. The growers want 

to make a nice living and it is not their intention to make their neighbors’ lives miserable. But 

because of the neighbors’ jealousy it has come to this hostile situation. One grower explains 

how he and his wife always have worked, so that the chickens were an opportunity for him to 

provide a living for his family, without his wife having to work. His wife feels that they are 

lucky because whereas most couples today both work and have their kids raised in daycare, 
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while their children can spend time with their father because he is working at home. A wife of 

another grower sees their chicken business also as a chance given to them: “The good Lord 

just dropped this down from the sky for us. It was just a perfect situation; we had this land 

and our children living next to us. And so, when God is riding in the boat with you, no one 

can put you under.” 

Prevention of the Conflict 

 The question is if and how this conflict situation could have been prevented. It seems 

there are two main issues that, when they would have been addressed properly, may have 

prevented this conflict situation. The first one is community involvement. The neighbors, or 

the community as a whole, were not involved in the industrializing process of animal 

agriculture in their community. “The growers and Sanderson Farms have never sat down with 

us neighbors. If they would have said: ‘Hey, do you have any suggestions what we can do that 

might help?’, that would have helped.” Neighbors want Sanderson Farms and the growers to 

recognize their complaints and the position they were put in. “If they would have said: ‘Hey, 

we were misled, we didn’t know’; I would accept it a lot better!”  

 Neighbors believe that because Sanderson Farms and the growers did not do this, the 

hostility between them began. One grower did tell his neighbor that he knew his houses 

smelled bad, but that all his money was invested, so he could not back out. The neighbor did 

not speak unkindly about the grower, saying he does a good job with the chickens and that the 

odor is not as bad as it was. This example shows the connection between the recognition of 

neighbors’ problems or community involvement (and the intensity of conflict.)  

Although growers deny most of the complaints of their neighbors concerning the 

environment, some growers do in fact criticize Sanderson Farms. One grower says: “They 

must not lie to people who invest millions of dollars. They use poor people and poor land.” 

The plan was that every grower would have a few chicken houses and that being a grower 

would provide a second income. But a lot of times, a couple of houses does not make a living 

and growers have no choice but to quit their jobs and build more chicken houses. Growers 

often give mixed signals about Sanderson Farms. It seems that once in the chicken business, 

even when growers do have some negative things to say about the company, they tone it down 
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and compare it to other businesses that are even worse. This could mean that they actually are 

content with Sanderson Farms, or like neighbors say, are afraid to speak out about them.  

According to the McCoys the growers are ‘kind of caught’, even the words ‘slave to the 

processor’ are used. “The growers were told that they were going to be rich, but now some 

growers do not make any money. They cannot complain about it to Sanderson Farms because 

then they will not get any chickens anymore.” The McCoys feel sorry for the growers because 

Sanderson Farms has put them in a bad position, the neighbors are complaining about them 

and the state will probably increase poultry regulation that will make it harder on the grower. 

“They are in a hard spot.” But also the neighbors are in a bad position, they are “just sitting 

here with this little piece of property with no way to sell.” Looking at it this way, both 

neighbors and growers are ‘victims’ of this big corporation and should have been informed 

more thoroughly about taking in large-scale chicken production in their areas. 

 The second issue is zoning. There are no planning and zoning regulations in these rural 

counties. If the chicken houses had been placed much further away, would neighbors be as 

concerned about possible health and environmental effects? Other states use these “set backs” 

to manage the negative impacts. First of all, if the chicken houses were not as close to 

neighbors’residences, the odor would be a lot less. In addition, concerns about water tables 

would be less because possible run-off from chicken waste would be farther away from their 

water wells. In a sense, planning and zoning requirements and community involvement are 

connected in the way that Sanderson Farms did have a choice in where to put the chicken 

houses, but did not consult the community’s interests. Neighbors and growers, as rural 

residents, had to deal with consequences of industrial development; neighbors did not ask for 

it and growers were unaware of the impact it would have. With proper zoning regulation and 

community involvement there would not have been as great a conflict. 

 Discussion  

“... one tradition that has been adhered to through the years, regardless of 

location, is a mutually beneficial relationship between Sanderson and the 
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communities in which we work” (Sanderson Farms 1999 Annual Report 

[Sanderson Farms 1999a:11]).   

The events of the case allow us to make some points that can inform the literature as 

well as provide some policy insights. From a normative perspective, the case reveals that agri-

food companies should make a more concerted effort to meet with all the affected parties 

when planning CAFO-based production systems. While professing a long-standing 

commitment to the “communities in which we work” in their 1999 annual report, events from 

the case highlight the fact that while Sanderson Farms worked closely with the city and 

county officials regarding the location of the processing plant, they neglected to commit the 

same kind of efforts to build a “mutually beneficial relationship” in the rural areas where the 

chicken barns were located. City and county officials “played the game” of industrial 

recruitment and offered Sanderson the best deal to attract it to East Texas. Their success in 

securing the processing plant as a form of socio-economic development was mitigated by the 

community conflict over the negative effects of the chicken houses that emerged in the rural 

regions. The angry neighbors felt that they had been left out of the process, and to them this 

was not very “neighborly”. They indicated that at least some of the rancor and conflict would 

have been avoided if Sanderson Farms and the growers would have met with the neighbors 

and explained how the chicken CAFOs would impact their lives. As one grower said, both the 

growers and the neighbors were “victims of the big corporation”. 

 From a quality of life perspective, the data reveal that life in those affected communities 

is more stressful and less neighborly. The case also provides unique insights into how the 

tension between the growers and neighbors manifests. Although the neighbors focused on the 

substantive issues of odor nuisances, water pollution, health problems, property values, and 

community disruption, the growers tended to minimize these complaints and charge the 

neighbors with jealousy as the root cause of their discontents and/or city folks with 
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impractical views of rural land use. In response to this assertion some neighbors indicated that 

indeed they had considered becoming broiler growers but upon investigating the details of the 

contract they decided it was not a good business decision.  Neighbors also commented on 

Sanderson Farms’ “hard sell” of promised diamonds and Cadillacs to attract contract growers. 

After searching the internet and finding a wealth of information on the negative impacts, as 

well as numerous stories of unhappy growers, the neighbors expressed some sympathy that 

the growers had gotten into something that they really did not understand. While some 

growers also expressed concerns about the negative impacts on their neighbors, once the land 

had been mortgaged and the chicken houses built, the growers were locked into a long term 

investment and saw no alternative but to continue growing the birds. This impasse polarized 

community relations.   

These last examples speak to the issue of the asymmetrical power relationship between 

the grower and the integrating firm discussed in the literature. Some growers do very well as 

poultry growers but many growers have complained over the years of unfair treatment by the 

integrators such as (1) the ranking or tournament system where growers are compensated 

based on how well they rank with other growers regarding costs of production, (2) concerns 

about feed weighing and delivery, (3) concerns about delays in weighing the grown birds, and 

(4) concerns about growers’ unequal bargaining position vis-à-vis the companies (FLAG 

2001; Morrison 2001). The National Contract Poultry Growers Federation has emerged 

recently as an organization that represents the interests of the 72,000 growers in the US.  The 

neighbors’ perceptions that Sanderson Farms lied to the growers regarding the level of 

investment and commitment required and that their neighbors were now “kind of caught” as 

“slaves to the processor” speaks to the power issue.  

The concept of global sourcing is also valuable for interpreting the case. Sanderson 

Farms sourced a supportive business environment in the form of economic incentives 
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provided by both Bryan and Brazos County. Low-cost labor (mostly Hispanic) was available, 

as well as access to a market of 14 million consumers in the Houston, Dallas, San Antonio 

triangle. Feed and water are plentiful. Transportation routes are well developed. The 

supportive business environment also included the fact that there was no planning and zoning 

in the rural areas where the chicken houses were built, as well as limited environmental 

oversight based on “indirect” and “voluntary” forms of regulation. While “Water Quality 

Management Plans” were required, neighbors did not believe that they these “voluntary 

plans” were followed properly. Odor regulations were subjective and enforcement practices 

focused on “indirect” approaches that left the neighbors unsatisfied. All of these factors made 

East Texas a good place to locate the second phase of expansion.  

For Sanderson Farms, the second phase of expansion worked out well. In five years, 

from 1995 - 2000, the East Texas integrated broiler complex helped Sanderson expand from 

the 13th to 7th largest broiler company in the US. About 7% of that production was exports to 

serve the global agri-food system. By 2003 Sanderson Farms produced over 1.4 billion 

pounds of product per year and did more than $870 million in sales (Sanderson Farms 2004a). 

In the summer of 2004 it announced that it would develop another integrated broiler complex 

in Georgia (Sanderson Farms 2004b).  

Conclusions 

Combining the macro-perspective focusing on the issues of industrialization and global 

sourcing with the micro-view detailing the conflict between growers and neighbors creates a 

better-contexted framework for interpreting the community impacts of CAFO-based broiler 

production. By approaching the research from “above” and “below”, a clearer picture emerges 

of the characteristics of the global-local linkages of the agro-food system.  As the poultry 

model based on vertical integration and production contracts becomes more generalized 

across the global agri-food system (see Heffernan 2004; Watts 1994), there will be many 
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opportunities for social scientists to employ an “above” and “below” approach to numerous 

commodities and thereby provide even greater insights into the characteristics of the 

community impacts of the industrialization and globalization of food and agriculture. These 

insights can be used to both inform public policy and guide scientific inquiry.  
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